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Your Spirit Guides for the Day



Foster an open conversation and active exchange of ideas around the shared 
challenges, opportunities, successes, failures and lessons you and your peers 
have experienced.

Establish a level of rapport and trust among the track participants such that 
each of you leaves The Academy with new connections who will become 
colleagues, cohorts and occasional co-conspirators in the pursuit of creating 
operational awesomeness at your agencies. 

Three… Is the Magic Number 

- what three needs/questions did you bring to the event?
- what three experiences/perspectives did you leave behind? 
- what three ideas or connections did you take away? 

Session Objectives



hip hop
is not a  

spectator 
sport



Agenda
10:10 – 10:30 Introduction Session                                                                                                       

10:30 – 11:15 Are You A Strategic Decision Maker?  
Case study, self-assessment and small-group discussion.

11:15 – Noon Know Your Numbers: Metrics That Really Matter                                                                                  
KPI review, small-group discussion and ops dashboard design exercise.

Noon – 1:30 -- lunch break --

1:30 – 2:30 Creating the Right Agency Environment: Collaboration vs. Accountability              
Small-group discussion and full-group “Fishbowl” format.

2:30 – 3:30 Boxes and Arrows:  The Role of Org Design in Agency Operations
Panel discussion and group Q&A.

3:30 – 4:00 -- afternoon break --

4:00 – 5:15 The Culture Wars: Is Successful Culture Created, Curated or Facilitated? 
Combined session with the Talent Track; debate format.

5:30 – 6:00 Knowledge Share                                                                               
Speed Dating or World Cafe on 2-3 concrete topics such as Toolsets, etc.



Strategic Leadership
becoming a better decision-maker



As senior leaders at your agency, you are making decisions in an unpredictable 
environment. The more unpredictable the environment, the better the 
opportunity to capitalize on it… and the greater the chances for missteps.

In this session, we’ll discuss six skills that when mastered, allow leaders to think 
more strategically. We’ll do a strategic leadership skills assessment, and discuss 
in groups ways to strengthen our ability to be better strategic decision makers.

Session Overview



but what kind of decider are you?



Becoming a Better Decider

Six skills gleaned from research 
with 20,000 executives that 
enable leaders to think more
strategically and to navigate the 
unknown more effectively.



Anticipate
Scanning the environment for 
signals of change... inside and 
outside of the organization. 

Challenge
Focusing on root causes, not 
symptoms... encourage dissent 
and apply the 5 why’s. 

Interpret
Synthesizing all input - simple, 
complex and conflicting…
create multiple explanations. 

Decide
Balancing long- and short-term 
pressures.. break in into pieces; 
“bird by bird” approach. 

Align
Getting those with differing 
views & priorities onboard -
communicate early and often.

Learn
Instituting after-action reviews
on decisions…provide 
transparency from the top.

Making Strategic Decisions



are you a 
strategic leader?



Anticipate.  Discuss ways you can be more anticipatory than reactionary.

Challenge. Discuss ways to create a more critical, questioning environment. 

Interpret. Discuss how you can better assess complex scenarios and options. 

Decide. Discuss successes/failures of decision-making in your organization.

Align. Discuss ways in which new leaders can instill consensus vs. experienced leaders?

Learn. How do you think learning would affect innovation in your organizations?

The Exercise
Break into 6 groups for discussion on these facets of strategic leadership. 
Present key findings and discussion points back to the full group. 



Know Your Numbers
metrics that really matter



As operational leaders at your agency, you no doubt have responsibility for 
delivering against quantitative performance measures – utilization, margin (of the 
gross, operating and net varietals) and, perhaps, softer measures such as 
“efficiency” “process improvements” or “project delivery.” Identifying and 
measuring KPIs is one thing. Rallying around KPIs that matter and that you can 
manage against is another entirely.  

In this session, we’ll look at key operating metrics across a variety of agencies 
types and cultivate a deeper understanding of the ways in which digital agencies 
are defining, measuring, monitoring and acting upon these metrics. You’ll also 
discuss ideas for how you might take another step forward in maturing your 
organization’s capabilities. 

Session Overview



A good 
decision
is based on 
knowledge 
and not on 
numbers.
~Plato



Everybody Loves Data

Data-driven?
Data-delirious?
Data-dumb?
Data-dazed & confused?

But what kind of 
organization are you? 

The Need to Lead in Data and Analytics, 2016



73-2766%$181k$139

12%1,80081%74%

Pop Quiz: Know Your Numbers

Utilization Billable Head Count Annual Billable Hours EBITDA Margin

Effective Rate Rev. / Billable Employee Staff Cost % of Rev Fixed Fee vs. T&M

Averages derived from SoDA’s 2016 KPI Benchmarking Study.



Operating vs. Financial Metrics 

- Utilization

- Revenue/billable employee

- Effective (realized) rate

- Project (client) profitability

- Turnover rate

Key Operating Metrics Key Financial Metrics

- EBITDA Margin

- Gross Margin

- Revenue / YoY Growth

- Staff costs as % of revenue

- Liquidity 



< sample dashboard >



Break into 5 groups for a roundtable discussion and spend 15-20 minutes 
sharing how you approach metrics in your organization. 

ü Are you responsible for operating metrics, financial metrics or both? 

ü What are you measuring?

ü How often are you reporting? 

ü What is the mechanism (process, authority and frequency) by which you 
use these metrics to make decisions? 

ü What are the biggest challenges you face relative to metrics?

ü What would you like to change? 

The Exercise
Step 1



Spend another 10 minutes individually designing your ideal Operating Metrics 
Dashboard with the follow parameters:

ü The dashboard can have no more than 10 metrics 

ü For each metric, please define how you are calculating it

ü For each metric, please identify how frequently you will report it

ü For each metric, please propose how it will be utilized for decision-making

Step 2

The Exercise, cont.



For the final 10-15 minutes, we’ll come back together as a group to discuss. 

ü Pin your dashboard on the front wall 

ü Open Q&A and discussion

Step 3

The Exercise, cont.



Creating the Right 
Agency Environment

collaboration vs. accountability



As operational leaders, you are responsible for keeping many areas of the 
organization running efficiently and effectively. All organizations must achieve
reliability and adaptability.  But usually one eclipses another.  Although 
managerial hierarchies can go in either direction, they most often skew 
in favor of reliability – creating rigidity and slowing down processes at a time 
when we need to be the most nimble and adaptive.

In this session, we will discuss many of the levers that can impact the balance 
between an environment that is creative, nimble and collaborative and one that 
is structured, predictable and accountable. We’ll do some small-group 
work and a full-group “Fishbowl” format to discuss approaches, share lessons
and ask questions about tackling this tricky issue in your agencies. 

Session Overview



Levers to Impact Environment

Processes

CultureOrg Design

Talent ManagementWorkflow

Metrics / Reporting



Organizational Design 

discipline-based
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Note: This is a draft framework to help facilitate discussion and does not fully reflect the nuanced approach at these organizations.



fishbowl 
A rotating group discussion designed for fluidity.



- Break into 1:1 groups and discuss the challenges of balancing accountability 
and collaboration in your organization. What levers have worked most 
effectively for you? Where do you struggle the most? Are you currently 
tackling any big initiatives related to this topic? 

- After a few minutes of 1:1 discussions, we’ll organize into a Fishbowl. 

- Delegates will come up and share their ideas and experiences. Delegates can 
share with the audience or speak with each other in the Fishbowl while the 
audience listens. If you have something to say, come and sit in an empty 
chair. If all chairs are full, when someone new walks up, the person who’s 
been talking longest should leave.

- To conclude, go back to a 1:1 pair and share your best takeaways.

The Exercise



- How are business solutions improved by flatter more collaborative 
organizations? 

- What happens to accountability in a highly collaborative environment? 
- How do you manage the quality, workflow process and meeting deliverables? 
- How are employee goals and performance measured and rewarded?
- How does compensation work for the employees? 
- Share war stories on when flat organizations / collaborative environment have 

been a success or a failure/  
- How does a team-based / pod approach work? 
- How do you transition from a more traditional structure? 
- Share war stories for when lack of accountability was an issue. Did you have 

an experience where you moved from a flat/team based organization to a 
more traditional structure? 

Sample Questions for Fishbowl



Boxes & Arrows
the role of org design in agency operations



We’re going to switch to a panel discussion and group Q&A to discuss  the role 
of Org Design in agency operations. We’ll cover a broad range of topics 
including organizational structure, workflow, managing multi-office 
environments… anything related to how org structures can help achieve a 
balance of collaboration and accountability in the midst of growth and change. 

But unlike a traditional panel, we’ll have an additional open seat where 
individuals in the group can choose to join or, in other cases, we’ll call on people 
to come up and join the panel. 

Session Overview



The Panel

Andrew Howlett
Founder & CDO

Rain

Jack Skeels
CEO & Founder
AgencyAgile

Robby Rigano
COO 
Fancy Pants Group

Sean Howard
General Manager

WPP



This will be structured like a traditional panel discussion but with active, open 
Q&A from the group throughout. We will also utilize some the key questions still 
lingering after the Fishbowl discussion. 

Exercise



The Culture Wars
is agency culture created, curated or facilitated?





What does “culture” really mean? Many organizations get stuck in equating culture with 
employee perks…. we’re a “flexible” culture so we let people work from home… we’re a 
“fun” culture so we have a keg in our kitchen… we’re a “family-oriented” culture so we 
value work/life balance…we’re a “creative” culture so our office space is hip and cool, etc.

While these are, no doubt, important facets of a company culture, we’re also interested in 
how culture is actually embedded within and expressed through the actual operating
principles and approach of an agency. Is organizational structure, process/workflow, talent 
management, responsibility/authority, client management and team collaboration equally 
(or more) important in delivering an employee experience that reflects the culture? How 
can Talent and Ops leaders make sure that culture is more than just a manifesto and a list 
of employee perks?

The Definition of Culture



Can culture be created from the top down? Some would say that this, indeed, is the 
only way that agency culture is ever created… especially in the context of smaller, 
independent agencies where the founders/principles define, articulate and embody the 
cultural ethos – a cult of personality, of sorts. In other cases, some argue that the true 
culture of an agency arises “in the trenches” and the ethos grows organically from 
individuals and teams. There can also be a symbiotic relationship between the formal, 
organizational definition of “culture” and the emergence of actual culture on the ground. 

So can culture really be created? Or is culture really curated and fostered from within the 
“organism”? How does size, ownership and life stage of the agency alter how one might
view and tackle this challenge?

The Creation of Culture



debate
Break into 4 groups for a small-group discussion on the assigned topic 

and prepare a debate-style argument to represent your perspective. 



Defining Culture: Team Perks

Team Perks

You believe that in today’s competitive marketplace, culture is predominately 
defined and sustained by the benefits, programs and perks that you offer to 
your employees. Yes, operational approach and working style are important, but 
at the end of the day an agency culture is primarily a function of what you do for 
employees and how much you invest in them. 

Please discuss this topic within your group, share the ways in which employee 
benefits and programs have made a big difference in defining the culture at your 
agencies and then prepare an argument expressing this perspective along with 
examples, data and beliefs that support this point-of-view. 



Defining Culture: Team Ops

Team Ops

You believe that culture without an operational model to support the principles 
is nothing more than a sexy manifesto and benefits package. Yes, employee 
perks and manifestos are great, but what really defines a culture is the ways in 
which organizational structure, process/workflow, responsibility/authority, client 
relationship management and team collaboration embody and breath life into 
the culture you are hoping to create. 

Please discuss this topic within your group, share the ways in which org 
structure, process/workflow and working style truly defines the culture at your 
agencies and then prepare an argument expressing this perspective along with 
examples, data and beliefs that support this point-of-view. 



Creating Culture: Team Top-Down

Team Top-Down

You believe that culture within an agency must be defined and created from 
the top-down. Agency founders and the most senior management team 
must articulate and embody the cultural ethos and without a clear mandate 
from the top, culture can never arise or truly succeed. 

Please discuss this topic within your group, share the ways in which agency 
founders and leadership teams are the primary promulgators of culture (both 
positively and negatively) regardless of what the manifesto says and then 
prepare an argument expressing this perspective along with examples, data 
and beliefs that support this point-of-view. 



Creating Culture: Team Groundswell

Team Bottom-Up

You believe that culture within an agency is ultimately a function of the 
individuals and teams... it rises organically from what the teams believe and 
how they work together. Yes, leadership may attempt to create culture through 
declarations and employee programs the true culture is what employees 
create and experience “in the trenches.” 

Please discuss this topic within your group, share the ways in which agency 
culture is created and sustained (both positively and negatively) by individuals 
and teams even in the absence of specific cultural definitions, goals and 
programs and then prepare an argument expressing this perspective along 
with examples, data and beliefs that support this point-of-view. 



Instructions

ü Break into 4 groups: Team Perks, Team Ops, Team Top-Down, Team 
Groundswell 

ü You have 20 minutes to discuss your assigned topic and plan debate 
points

ü Please designate 1-2 representatives from your group to lead the debate 

ü Each team will have 5 minutes to present their debate topic and another 5 
minutes for back-and-forth (e.g. 15 minutes for each debate)

ü 10 minutes for full group debrief at the end



Knowledge Share
speed dating without the tinder



Knowledge Share
Break into 1:1 pairs and spend 3-5 minutes trading knowledge. Swipe Left or Right. 

Toolsets
Top Issues

The Role of Ops 
Audience Choice



The End
time for cocktails


